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About This Game

Summary: Graveyard Smash is a tongue in cheek, small, retro-style, skill-based action game in which you play the protagonist
Manuel Rodriguez, the main groundskeeper of a local cemetery. Each night Manuel will run around on a randomly generated

map using his shovel to smash the ever growing number of Undead back into the grave and prohibit the Undead from attending
the mash.

The Story: Manuel, an ordinary graveyard worker, has found himself under the threat of the rising dead. He must use his elite
groundskeeper training along with his trusty shovel, Maria, to put the dead back in the ground and make sure they stay that way.

Game Play Highlights:
• SNES-Era action game (Whack-a-Undead)

• D-Pad + 2 Button like controls (Arrows/WASD + X and Z)
• Randomly generated Maps

• Randomized enemy Spawns
• SNES-Era on pick-up Power-Ups

• A story mode with cut scenes
• An endless mode for an endurance challenge

• Mouse Based UI
• Tower Defense like Health system vs. Player Health Bar
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Other Important Information:
• Graveyard Smash was successfully KickStarted last November

• Graveyard Smash is ready for immediate distribution.
• Graveyard Smash was developed in Unity3d and is available on multiple platforms.
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Title: Graveyard Smash
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Four Mans Games L.L.C.
Publisher:
Four Mans Games L.L.C.
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2016
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It's pretty bad, and that's disappointing considering this is one of very few games on this subject matter. You basically just steer
your ships around the map, watching the AI gunners do their thing. Got boring extremely quickly.

Better off avoiding this one.. I wanted to love this game as it's music is fantastic, it's appearance and animations are top tier, but
the actual responsiveness of controls and certain aspects of the platforming that rely on RNG hamper this from being the
consistent SNES platformer experience that I expected this to be. I wanted to recommend this and maybe a patch will fix it but
I'm not sticking around for that.. The CREO Special Employee Kit gives players three items: one cosmetic item and two
implants, one of which is quite helpful.

The cosmetic item is a unique exoskeleton, the PS01, which you won't be able to see most of the time since since it's under your
gear.

One of the implants is an injectable, the Mechanized Counterweight V.0.9, which boosts your attacks at the cost of energy. it's
okay for early-game, but better ones can be found later on.

The third item is a proximity sensor, which detects items and starts beeping when you're close to them; it can detect pickups in
crates, and through walls, ceilings, and floors. The beeping can get annoying, especially as you get closer to the item, but this is a
good passive upgrade and will help you track down pickups you didn't even know existed. If your're playing with a controller
that supports force feedback it will start vibrating when an item is nearby, which is a nice touch.

The Special Employee Kit is worth it for the proximity sensor, which is genuinely useful. Wait for a sale, though.. first minute
into the game i got bored of spamming enter to skip the massive and slow text.
4 minutes into the game my eyes started hurting from the low fps scrolling (i left this game idle 1 extra minute to write this
warning review).
This game is sub Intel HD graphics quality and just a chore to read through everything. Better pass this up, even if it is in a
bundle or on sale for 95%. It's unfinished, but there is a lot of potential here. This VR game is like the job similator of room
escapes, at least it tries to mimic job simulator in terms of the style of art and it's lightheartedness. However, there is no story
(which isn't the end of the world considering it's a room escape), and there are currently only 2 very short escape rooms
(hopefully more are coming). My personal opinion is that people should take a wait and see approach. It's kind of an interseting
demo at the moment, but If the developers add more content then I think it is a definite buy.. This pack was originally supposed
to have an RX-7 instead of an Alfa Romeo, and now everyone is angry. Great move, Ivo. 10\/10
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I guess I'll be the first negative review.

I spent most of my time trying to figure out why this game is supposed to be fun. It's not.

And some bug prevents the Vortex Cube from shattering, so I cannot gather the game resource to unlock ships, etc.

You pretty much just dodge snakes and collect the power-up meter items. When your power meter grows you "shudder" the
enemies then collect their body parts for ship upgrades like speed, score multiplier, etc.

I suppose for some this might be fun, but I find it very boring. And they sell it as a twin-stick shooter, but it is a single-stick
dodging game with a single button to use the shudder mechanism. This game is extremely boring. I tried my hardest to get into it
and find the reason to keep trying, but it simply doesn't hook me.. The game is a little weird, the story isn't that clearly explained
and your character turns really uncomfortably... I gave up trying to play this a bit after starting it because I couldn't tell where I
had to go. 3/10 wouldn't go to that house again. This is a deep and expansive project from a very responsive solo dev. Improving
on a daily basis and well worth supporting. Where my battle bros at?. No it's NOT just another pixel game that follows the
trend, as in 'another cheap techno', supposedly.

And I wouldn't need 20 hours to tell you everything about it, pros n cons.

This game is simply grabbing.

Somwhow the title music was elaborately fabulous.

I just had to stop to write this review.

And

YAY MANCHESTER!!!

LOVE YA!!!

Edit 1:

Been doing it for a few moments now. Wonderful. No need to say which parts the best. Twas like taking a grand tour over
Britain =D Making Ghost Friends! And they FIGHT for ya! Vanquish your enemies! E.g. Possessed pugs! Robot Springers!
HILARIOUS!

Matey ain't that lovely!

Edit 2:
Beat the game fort the 1st time. Thus 'going back to Manchester'. =D This game gave you no hussles at all like some other pixel
games with elaborate grindings and lvl-ups i.e. simple and sound decisions during critical moments in a battle will have save
your character. You don't need to go back to previous places to grind up your levels like many other old school rpgs which
compared to this game seem really a bit dated in concept. This is one BEAUTIFUL and FLUID game.

Its got all the elelments of a good rpg\/rougur\/adventure, yet it DOES NOT hurt your feelings with over complicated techtree
and stuffs.

And, I've got 4 more campaigns to go.

Thought I was gonna lose this campaign at 1st but beat the game. Good.. Can't say i like it. I bought it because i really like
oldschool RPGs but Konung 2 it's to slow for me, and there's not any map of locations. Another things are encounters, sometime
you fight with spiders witch is simple and in next encounter you meet dragons even if you are level 1. It's make the game more
difficult than it should be. And the characters are kind of boring, but I shouldn't expect anything like in BG.
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However game have some "pros": 6 characters with different begins is cool! And the thing with village management was good
idea, but could be done better. And the world, I think it was quite big.

Maybe it's just not RPG for me, or maybe they should make somethings better, but i wasn't enjoying when I was playing :\/. I
hope whichever cockgoblins came up with the idea that it's okay to start games at 1280x720 or 640x480 (or whatever phone
resolution they can come up with) die a most unjolly death.
Tolerable Ubi-published shmup-y game.. Really enjoy it. Bought it for my daughter and I got hooked on it right away. You will
get frustrated when you have to heard more and more sheep (frustration comes with every game you play); but you will enjoy
getting those little sheeps into the motherflocking ship.. I don't even know what inspired me to buy and play this game. But I am
glad I did.

It really ranks up there as one of the best local multiplayer games on Steam for me. I love the art and animations and the
minigames feel unique and interesting. Whenever anyone asks for local multiplayer game recommendations, this is always on
my list with more well known games like Towerfall, Duck Game and Lethal League. It currently is a mostly undiscovered gem,
and I hope more people will discover it.. Somehow not very fun.
Repeat ad lib: Fail, understand what to do, replay level, replay level again, succeed... Next level. (Without much enthusiasm).

I had loads of fun with casual games like Steamworld Dig, Waking Mars, Spelunky or Nihilumbra... But somehow not with this
one.
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